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Abstract
With a growing ageing population and the advent of interactive TV (iTV), understanding how older people use iTV services is a timely and important task. Working towards this end, this paper reports on \textit{in situ} conversations of, and observations with, almost 400 older people, with different levels of educational attainment and experience with ICTs, while talking about and using online video portals and similar interactive systems in Spain, Brazil and Denmark. The results show more similarities than differences in their reasons for adopting online video portals and patterns of use. All our participants used these portals for keeping or remaining in touch with people they trusted. The results also show that privacy online was a common concern to all the participants. Differences in the acceptance of e-government services and the type of content that drove most of their interactions were also found. Implications for designing more accessible and meaningful iTV services are discussed.
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1 Introduction

With a growing ageing population and the advent of interactive TV (iTV), there are reasons to argue that understanding how older people (60+) use iTV services is a timely and important task. iTV opens up numerous opportunities for communication and access to online information/services, which could (and should) be of great benefit to older people. Communication serves key functions in ageing, such as reducing isolation, and having access to online information and services is seen by many as paramount to enable older people to remain fairly independent and (digitally) engaged in today’s society. However, most of them run the risk of being unable to access and make the most of these services, due to their either lack of or little experience with ICTs, and a tendency to exclude them from technological developments [1]. In our research, we aim to design more accessible and useful iTV-based communication and information seeking services for, and with, older people.

Working towards this goal, we address in this paper the question of how older people interact with online video portals. We started by exploring the relationship between older people and non-interactive and digital TV. Yet, those older people who participated in a number of user studies were concerned about us conducting in situ observations of how they watched TV at their home. Thus, we decided to explore how they interacted with online TV portals. We considered that doing so could (and should) aid in conceiving better iTV services for the older population, since online video portals are increasingly popular [2] and can be regarded as an implementation of iTV [3].

In this paper, we report on in situ conversations and observations we conducted with older people, who were motivated to learn and use online video portals and other related technologies, such as OSN (Online Social Networks), in three countries, Spain, Brazil and Denmark. Older people are often described as a (very) heterogeneous user group, and doing user studies in different countries could (and should) help us understand how similar or different older people are in terms of their attitudes towards and interactions with online video portals. In Spain, we conducted fieldwork activities in a highly participatory adult learning community in Barcelona over a 3-year period. 201 participants were involved in the study conducted in the city of Barcelona. In Brazil, we conducted first-hand observations of and conversations with 78 participants while they went about using computers during a month in a center that runs computer classes to older people. We also conducted 13 home interviews in Brazil. In Denmark, the fieldwork was performed over a 4-month period, including 78 participants from two different social centers, and 13 participants, who took part in home interviews.

Overall, and perhaps surprisingly, a key and common finding to the three user studies is that participants exhibited more similarities than differences in their use of online video portals, despite their different cultural backgrounds. All of them saw in online video portals an opportunity to foster socialization and communication. They also showed strong concerns about privacy. We found differences too, especially in the participants’ interest in e-government services.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review on older people, iTV and cross-cultural HCI related to the objectives of the paper. Section 3 describes our study and Section 4 presents the main results. Section 5 summarizes the results and discusses them.
along with the methodological approach. Section 6 closes with the main conclusions and future work perspectives.

2 Related work

2.1 Older people and iTV

Previous studies have mostly concentrated on developing prototypes for communication (e.g. [4] and [5]). Svensson et al [4] address the social isolation of older people and the importance of TV in their lives. They argue that TV is a central piece of furniture in older people’s living room, and that watching TV is an activity they enjoy most at night. Svensson et al introduce the concept of “ticket-to-talk”. This concept assumes that everyday activities, such as going for a walk, gardening, reading and watching TV, provide (older) people with an opportunity to start a conversation and socializing with others. They discuss the potential use of iTV as a resource for social interaction, and propose a prototype that aims to facilitate and stimulate the communication amongst older people while watching TV. They also stress the importance of identifying future services and applications that support the development of social relations among senior citizens. Rice and Alm [5] carried out two studies aimed to identify older people’s areas of interest for iTV applications and how they would use them. By conducting theatre and paper prototyping, the participants showed a big interest in keeping in touch with family and friends. Rice and Alm compared the use of new navigational layouts with the traditional iTV interaction, and evaluated four prototypes of communication systems for sharing multimedia contents. The results show that older people had difficulties in understanding some of the terminology and interactive concepts used in traditional design. The results also indicated a number of weaknesses in the design of more conventional layouts. Their research indicates that techniques that mimic aspects of the real world are possible new directions towards designing digital TV interfaces. Rice and Alm stress the fact that “significant work is still needed to design interfaces that can support the elderly population skills and abilities” [5]).

Other studies have focused on the opinions of older people about iTV. Kurniawan [6] studied the reasons that make digital TV unappealing to them. Three older women were interviewed. The youngest one was 69-years-old. One of the issues raised by these older women was that on-demand movies are not appropriate for older people, as the movies contain inappropriate language and excessive sexual and violent scenes. The older women also indicated that the tasks were very complex (e.g. multiple screens, moving text, extra remote control). Other barriers were the cost of digital TV systems and a perceived lack of human support. Papa [7] conducted focus groups to explore and analyze the user experience of older people with digital TV and, in general, with future services enabled by broadband ICTs. The results show the influence that aspects such as the technological equipment available at home, the attitude towards digital technology and lifestyles can have on older people’s interaction with digital TV.

While there is growing awareness in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) that studying interactions as they occur (i.e. in out-of-laboratory conditions) is worthwhile to design better interactive technologies [8], none of the studies reviewed above have studied in situ the interactions of older people with online TV sites.

2.2 Cross-cultural HCI with older people

With ICTs being used almost worldwide, the importance of understanding cultural similarities and differences in how people use them is important. However, very little cross-cultural HCI research has been conducted with older people. Previous studies have primarily focused on cultural variation amongst developed (European) countries ([9], [10] and [11]). To the best of our knowledge, a few of them have taken into account countries with different levels of development ([12], [13]), despite the importance of conducting user studies in these countries to help to improve the quality of lives of their people and the uptake of ICTs. Schibelsky [12] focused on Brazil and argued that while
many countries are considering questions related to personalization and bringing TV closer to the
PC functionalities, in Brazil, it is important, at least, as a first step, to see TV as a mass and
collective media before thinking in terms of digital TV services. Sa-nga-ngan [13] studied older
people’s browsing behavior in the UK, US and Thailand, finding that older people in developing
countries had more difficulties in browsing than did those living in more developed ones.

3 Description of the study

3.1 Motivation and objectives

“The major open research question in iTV is when, and how much audiences want to interact with
devices, content, and other people” [3]. In our study, we approached this question from an HCI
perspective, and addressed it by focusing on:

(a) identifying the accessibility issues that hinder more severely the interactions of older people
with online video portals;

(b) examining how they interact with and use these portals in out-of-laboratory conditions;

(c) exploring cultural differences and similarities in (a) and (b) in developed and developing
countries.

3.2 Research approach

We conducted three user studies, involving 393 participants. They can be considered a
heterogeneous user group, as it is composed of people with different levels of educational
attainment, ranging from primary (children) to secondary school (i.e. before college), and previous
experience with ICTs, ranging from three months to more than 10 years using these technologies.
The studies were conducted in Spain, Brazil, and Denmark. Table 1 describes the data gathering
methods and describes briefly the settings where the studies were conducted. We provide key
aspects related to the research approach adopted in each user study next.

The study conducted in Barcelona was the core of the research1. We conducted a 3-year (2010-
2013) ethnographical study in Àgora, an adult educational center. Over this period of time, the first
author participated in 14 computer courses and 16 drop-in sessions, resulting in a total of 234 hours
of fieldwork with 201 older people (aged 60 to 85; women: 113; men: 89) with different levels of
experience with ICTs. They reported having been using these technologies for about three months
to six years. Informal conversations revealed that the participants were born in different Spanish
regions and had low levels of educational attainment (70% finished primary school). Since Àgora
follows a very participative and learner-centered methodology [14], the courses and drop-in
sessions took into consideration the daily needs and interests of older people. Thus, most of the
activities conducted in our study focused on meeting their needs, which were, amongst others, to
know more about CMC (Computer-Mediated Communication) tools, such as the e-mail, and
seeking information and resources online, as well as tools for editing multimedia content.
Questionnaires and diaries were also administered to the participants to enrich our observations and
informal conversations. 8 participants (4 men, 4 women) filled in the diaries over a 1-week period.
The questionnaire consisted of 24 questions. 21 (8 men, 13 women) participants filled it in.

In Brazil, the study lasted 2 months2 and it was divided into two stages. In the first stage, we
conducted, over a month, a (rapid) ethnographical study [15] with 78 participants (aged 60 to 80;
women: 43; men: 35) in Caso do Idoso, a center where older people take computer classes and
perform other social activities. Most of them reported not holding a university degree. 44 participants were enrolled in an introductory course to ICTs and 34 in the advanced level course.

---

1 Since the first author is current doing her PhD research in Barcelona.
2 This study was done while the first author conducted a 2-month research stay in Brazil
The latter reported having more than 1 year of experience with ICTs. During this period, the first author observed the interaction of the participants with Skype, e-mail systems and OSN. She also conducted observations of them searching for content and using multimedia editing tools. The observations resulted in c. 60 hours of fieldwork. In the second stage of the study, she conducted 13 home interviews about older people’s use of TV, mobile phones, tablets PCs, computers and opinions regarding iTV services. These interviews aimed to deepen and widen the observations and informal conversations.

Similar methods were conducted in a four-month ethnographical study in two adult educational centers, Borger and FoF, both in Denmark. 78 participants (aged 60 to 91; women: 42; men: 36) participated in this study. Their level of education was similar to that of the Brazilian participants. 50 Danish participants took ICTs courses for beginners, while 28 participants were enrolled on the advanced ICT course. These participants reported having more than 3 years of experience with ICTs. During the study, the first author observed how the participants interacted with e-mail systems and Youtube, and with e-shopping and e-government platforms. The observations resulted in 29 hours of fieldwork. Home interviews (similar to those conducted in Brazil) were also carried out in Denmark with 13 participants (aged 60 to 72).

As shown in Table 01, in the three settings, we ran similar participatory design (PD) sessions related to online video portals, wherein the participants were asked to create their own video portal interface. Although these sessions had a common structure, summarized next, the activities were adapted to the characteristics of each setting, such as language, popular TV channels and tools the participants were familiar with. Firstly, examples of video sharing sites (such as Youtube or Vimeo) and video on demand portals from local TV channels were presented to the participants. Secondly, the participants created their own prototype. They did so by re-designing several key interaction elements of these portals, such as content searching and video recommendation modules, and functions for giving feedback and writing comments. Finally, these participatory design activities were aimed at stimulating the discussion about the video portals and envisioning future interaction possibilities, and participants voiced their opinions about these two aspects.

3.3 Data gathering and analysis

Fieldnotes were taken mostly immediately after the sessions in the courses and PD activities, due to the active participation of the first author in most of them. The analysis of the fieldnotes follows the interpretation of Nigel Gilbert (Researching Social Life) [16] of Strauss and Corbin [17] Grounded Theory’s methodology. The main results are presented next.

4 Results

4.1 Similar interests, concerns and interactive practices

4.1.1 Online video portals

In the participatory design session in Àgora, 79% of the participants indicated that a sharing function was indispensable in online video portals, and our observations conducted throughout the length of the study helped us understand their opinion, since they used online video portals mostly for strengthening, enriching and reestablishing contact with people they trusted. Their communication focuses on members of their local community, especially close friends and relatives (i.e. children, grandchildren and nephews). They were concerned about trust, which concurs with the results of previous works addressing OSN and older people ([18] and [19]), highlighting a desire of older people to share information selectively and an overall lack of interest in communicating with unknown people through OSN. This video-mediated communication adopted two styles, one-to-one and one-to-many, involving face-to-face and online conversations. E-mails and posts in OSN were the triggers of this communication. They started either online conversation,
by replying the message, or enriched face-to-face ones, as sending or receiving links to video often triggered a face-to-face conversation about the content of the video or their personal experiences related to it. Àgora participants adopted different roles in this communication, ranging from receiving and watching videos to creating and sharing videos. This active behavior was especially apparent amongst those participants with more experience with ICTs.

Àgora participants looked for online videos using different strategies, which vary according to their familiarity with the video content. When searching for a specific content, the participants typed in keywords of the video in the search bar. When they were exploring the videos available on the portals, they used the categories menu. In terms of usability and accessibility, we identified several issues regarding the registration processes and sharing content. The participants with little ICT experience had difficulties filling in the forms (such as not understanding what information they had to provide, spelling and day format mistakes) when creating accounts and could not register without the support of other participants and/or the researcher. The main accessibility issues for content sharing were due to elements of the user interface that were not visible enough for them. Sharing options might become visible only when unfolding a menu or scrolling down the page, which requires an exploratory and active user behavior, which was difficult to see amongst older people with little ICT experience.

Caso do Idoso (Brazil) participants were very interested in online video portals because they were already familiar with watching videos on TV. Conducting important tasks, such as reproducing videos, was easy for all of them. Regarding searching and sharing content, passive and active roles were identified too. Most of the Caso do Idoso participants, probably due their little experience with ICT, exhibited a more passive behavior than did participants in Spain. In Casa do Idoso, participants watched videos they received by e-mail, without directly interacting with the portals. Around 5% of them exhibited a more active participation, searching for videos of their interest, as this participant put it in a participatory design session [68, Fb15] “I often watch videos on the Internet. I like it a lot and watch all kind of videos. I especially like handcraft videos, last month I learned to do some handmade boxes with them.” Similar results were found in the in situ interviews, in which 40% of the Internet users claimed to watch videos on the web, but only 20% reported looking for them, as the following extract illustrates [70, Fb1114] “Sometimes I watch videos on YouTube. People usually send them on to me by e-mail, I don’t have time to search for videos.” Online videos triggered intergenerational (with family members) and community (between friends and colleagues) communication. This communication took place face-to-face and online, both triggered by receiving a video, especially by e-mail.

Watching films and videos was a common activity among Danish participants. Informal conversations with them revealed that they did so, for instance, when they met up in the center to watch an old movie about the city. They also reported watching a musical while being at home or videos in museum displays. Regarding online videos, most of the participants acknowledged not being used to looking for content on video sharing sites, like YouTube. Conversations with the instructors at the center, which were backed up by our observations, revealed that some participants received links to videos by e-mail and also watched videos embedded in other web pages, such as a video about fishing in a portal for buying fish online. 61% of the participants reported watching videos on the computer at home in the in situ interviews.

4.1.2 Multimedia content and online communication channels

Creating and editing multimedia content was a frequent activity amongst all the Àgora participants, as well as a motivation for them to learn ICTs. Courses on MS Power Point, photo edition or calendar creation were part of the ICT activities organized in Àgora. Most of the participants were also motivated to share the multimedia contents they created, as illustrated by this participant in an Introduction to ICT course, [72, M11]: (showing the researcher 4 calendars that he created with
pictures) “These two are very similar but the size of this file is smaller, which helps me to send the calendars by e-mail to the people that usually e-mail me.”

Online communication and working with multimedia content were also of great interest to the Casa do Idoso participants. From our observations and the interviews with teachers, editing pictures was a source of motivation for them to keep learning about ICTs; namely, how to look for, edit and share online content with people they knew. Concurring with previous results gathered with participants in Ágora (Spain) [20], the e-mail was the most popular Internet application amongst the least and more experienced Brazilian participants. Indeed, Facebook was the second most popular communication tool, especially among the participants with more experience with ICTs, who also used Skype for keeping in touch with family members living abroad. In the in situ interviews, 70% of the Internet users reported using the e-mail. Half of them reported using social network sites and Skype too.

Communication was very important amongst Danish participants, who were highly motivated to use, and, indeed, often interacted with, online applications to keep in touch with close friends and relatives. All the participants reported using the e-mail in the in situ interviews. Halt of them (54%) also used Skype, and 38% claimed to use OSN. Editing personal photographs on the computer was a very popular activity too. This popularity manifested itself in the activities carried out in the center, such as photo edition and creation of MS Power Point presentations, and it was confirmed in our conversations with the instructors and participants. The main reasons for editing and creating multimedia content can be divided into three categories: (a) keeping a digital record of the family to be circulated amongst the younger generations, such as grandchildren, (b) keeping memories of trips and (c) digitizing paper-based materials related to their hobbies or interests. 61% of the participants pointed out during the interviews that they edited photographs at home as well.

4.1.3 Privacy

All Spanish participants reported feeling uncomfortable with OSN when they were unsure about who could read their posts. Privacy was also an important concern amongst Brazilian participants. They needed to feel in control of the technology to decide who could see what. The comment from one participant in the in situ interviews is representative of that: [71, Mb11] “I use Facebook but not very often. When I receive something I answer, but adding things is very difficult for me and I don’t do it. I don’t know how it works well, so I avoid doing stupid things. I prefer to just see other people’s contents. If you make your own things public...that is dangerous.” They did not feel comfortable when sharing content online with people they did not know - close groups were preferred (e.g. friends on Skype, Facebook or sending an e-mail to a group of people).

Similar issues were identified in the two centers in Denmark. All the instructors pointed out that privacy was an important concern amongst the Danish participants. They disliked the idea of not having control over what people could get to see and know about them online. They refused point-blank to publish content in OSN. They preferred private strategies of communication. As one of the participants put it in a semi-structured interview, [70, Fd15]: “I don’t use Facebook. It’s dangerous. I tell my son to never ever put a picture of me on that. People should not put their personal things there, like if you are going to travel for example.”

4.2. Differences in the contents of the interactions and use of e-government services

The Brazilian participants’ interaction was content dependent, i.e. they were more interested in searching, editing or sharing content, such as videos, which appealed to them, regardless of this content being more or less socially popular (e.g. clicks on ‘I like it’). This behavior concurs with the one we found amongst Ágora participants in Spain. In particular, and as one might expect, the topic of family was of interest to all the participants (in Spain, Brazil and Denmark), as it has become evident in, for instance, their use of online video portals for keeping in touch with relatives. Yet,
there were (cultural) differences. For instance, religion was a far more popular topic amongst Brazil participants than either Spanish or Danish ones.

Interviews with participants in Denmark and instructors revealed that they were highly interested in e-government (e.g. paying taxes online and e-health), Internet banking or online shopping. In an interview, one of the instructors explained the main reason for the participants’ interest in e-government: [50, MdI03] “Nowadays, all my students want to learn about netbanking and internet, even the ones that know nothing about computers. In Denmark, in these days you can only buy flight tickets online. By 2016, the government aims to interact with Danish citizens via online services. Many of them are scared.” Neither Spanish nor Brazilian participants showed such an interest in e-government, perhaps, because they are not so strongly pushed to do so or have not perceived the need of doing it yet.

5 Discussion

We summarize the findings in 5.1. Afterwards, in 5.2, we discuss the view of older people portrayed in the results. We argue that this view has a number of implications for designing online video portals (and iTV services) for a growing older population, and we discuss them in 5.3.

5.1 Summary of the results

In Section 1, we made the case for addressing the interactions of older people with online video portals, hoping that doing so would help us work towards designing more accessible and meaningful iTV services. In Section 2, we showed that there was room for understanding further the relationship between older people and iTV. We considered that adopting an ethnographical approach, such as the one described in Section 3, and conducting user studies with older people with different cultural backgrounds, could help us attain, at least, partially, this goal, and the results, presented in Section 4 and summarized next, seem to confirm it. All our participants used online video portals mostly for strengthening, enriching and reestablishing contact with people they trusted. Creating and editing multimedia content that enabled the participants to keep and share a digital record of the family and memories of trips was also a common practice amongst all our participants, strengthening the relevance of communication. Yet, none of them feel at ease at the prospect of strangers having access to their personal contents. Differences in the content of the online videos or, in general, digital content, that appealed the participants most differed depending on their cultural background, as well as their interest in using e-government services.

5.2 A different view of older people: active and not so different as we might think

Whilst our literature review has shown that the relationship between online video portals and older people has received little research attention, we found that all our participants used online video portals mainly for keeping in touch with relatives and friends. The relevance of communication might be expected, since communication is very important in ageing. Also, other studies have highlighted the relevance of communication in the adoption and use of ICTs by older people (e.g. [21], [5]). Yet, using a technology, in this case, online video portals, which have not been particularly designed to establish one-to-one or one-to-few conversations, as a means of enriching and establishing them, portrays older people as active appropriators of ICTs. This view is at odds with the typical passive role attributed to older people in previous research, especially when looking for information online without creating new digital content. This might be due to the profile of our participants and warrants further research.

We have argued that very little cross-cultural HCI research with older people has been conducted thus far. This begs the question of whether looking at cultural aspects in ICT use by older people is possible and, if so, how it takes forward current HCI research with them. As opposed to the previous studies reviewed in Section 2, which have not framed the research in situations of daily
technology use over time, by adopting an ethnographical approach, i.e. conducting observations and conversations with older people with different cultural backgrounds in different communities over months and years, we have found more similarities than differences in their relationship with online video portals. This suggests that older people might not be such a heterogeneous user group, at least when we look at their interactions with online video portals (and other ICTs, such as OSN), from an ethnographical lens.

The former claim deserves further discussion, especially if we consider the broad age range of our participants (60-91). The main difference between the youngest and oldest participants (75+) was due to the impact of normative age-related changes in functional abilities, mainly cognition and hand-eye coordination, on conducting instrumental tasks. The oldest participants struggled to use the mouse and tended to be slower than the younger ones in completing tasks. However, as far as their reasons for using online video portals, concerns about privacy and interest in communication are concerned, no differences were observed, which suggests a number of implications for designing iTV services, discussed below.

5.3 From online video portals to iTV services: some implications

Regardless of age, and their previous experience with ICTs, all our participants showed interest in, and were capable of using, online video portals. This indicates that this technology could help us reinforce the digital inclusion of older people and foster the ICT uptake in a meaningful way within this segment of the population, especially in developing countries, where older people might have more difficulties to access ICTs. By sharing content - which might be culturally either dependent, such as religion in the case of Brazil, or independent, as in the relevance of the family - older people are likely to enrich their communication with their relatives and/or close friends, and this can aid in reducing their social isolation and fostering their participation in social activities. Accessing on videos on demand that are related to their personal interests through iTV could also be an opportunity to facilitate the access of online/digital information to older people, given that most of them still might not know how to use computers, but are fairly familiar with TV.

6 Conclusions and next steps

This paper has addressed the cross-cultural interactions of a large number of older people with different levels of educational attainment and previous experience with ICTs with online video portals from an ethnographical perspective. The results have presented more similarities than differences in their motivations for using online video portals and patterns of use. The results have shown that the older adults who participated in our studies in Spain, Brazil and Denmark, use online video portals mainly for enriching and establishing communication with people they trust. Contrary to common, passive views of older people and ICTs, the results have presented them as potential digital content creators and shown they can have strong motivations for sharing content online. A number of implications for designing more accessible and meaningful iTV services for a growing (and cultural diverse) older population, and for framing older people within HCI research, have been drawn from the results. The findings also show the potential of ethnography, which has seldom adopted in the previous and related studies reviewed in this paper.

Regarding our future work perspectives, the results suggest that online video portals can contribute to reduce digital and social exclusion amongst the older population, and we consider that this warrants further research. We plan to address it by delving into the communication triggered by sharing online videos. We also aim to look into how older people create digital videos, since this can potentially take forward our understanding of HCI, as a whole, and with this user group, in particular. Finally, the cultural layer of older people’s interactions seems to have a lot of potential
and we plan to deepen our research by understanding what aspects or dimensions of culture impact most or least in their ICT use.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Institution/location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Spain   | Ethnography: 201 participants  
- User observation  
- Informal conversation  
- Semi-structured interviews  
- Questionnaires  
- Focus groups  
- Diaries  
5 Online video portals workshops (2 hours sessions). 12 participants in each session.  
10 Video creation, editing and sharing Workshops (2-hour sessions). 14 participants in each session.  
2 Participatory design sessions (2-hour sessions): Online video portals. 24 participants in total. | Agora, Barcelona - A 20-year-old association, which intends to integrate into Catalan society people who are, or might be, excluded from it, e.g. immigrants, non-educated and older people. |
| Brazil  | Rapid ethnography: 78 participants  
- Observations in situ  
- Informal conversation with participants and teachers.  
4 Participatory design sessions: Online video portals (1.5 hour sessions). 32 participants in total.  
4 Semi-structured Interviews: Discuss first impressions with teachers: Multimedia, online videos, communication tools, privacy, interaction issues, motivations to learn ICT, search for information, family and online maps.  
13 In situ interviews: Use of ICTs, TV habits, and opinion about iTV services. | Casa do Idoso, Sao Jose dos Campos – Center promotes free activities in the areas of welfare, education, sports, recreation and culture for people over 60 years old. Founded: 2007. |
| Denmark | Rapid ethnography: 78 participants  
- In situ observations  
- Informal conversation and semi-structured interview (10 participants, 4 teachers, 2 caregivers).  
1 Participatory design session: Online video portals (2-hour session). 12 participants in total.  
4 Structured Interviews: Discuss first impressions with teachers [Appendix 01]: Participants profiles, motivations to learn ICT, use of technology, popular internet applications, online videos, communication tools, iTV services. | Mainly in:  
- Borger, Jerslev – Data room affiliated with Eldremobiliseringen (Danish Association of Senior Citizens. Organizations with a total membership of 450,000 with approximate 170 ICT centers. Founded in 1992.  
- FoF, Aalborg – Denmark’s largest provider of adult liberal education, 45 local schools around the country. Founded: 1947.  
8 participants lived in Sao Jose dos Campos and 5 in Porto Alegre. |
13 In situ interviews: Use of ICT, TV habits, and opinion about iTV services. 5 participants lived in the countryside, 3 in Aalborg and 5 in Copenhagen.

Table 1 – Data gathering methods and settings.

9 Appendix 01 – Interview script

Profile teacher:
1. For how long have you been teaching elderly?
2. Is this a volunteer activity or is your official job?
3. How old are you?
4. What is your education level?
5. In case of volunteer, what you use to do before?

Profile of the participants:
1. What are the participants age range?
2. Is there a age group that is more frequently? Ex.: 60-65, 65-70, etc..
3. Which education level is more frequently among the participants?
4. Are most of them retired or still work?
5. Which kind of job, intellectual or manual is more frequently between the participants?

Motivation:
1. What do you think is the main motivation for the elderly to come to the computer class?
2. Can you classify the motivation of the participants come to the class as principal motivation (1) to less relevant motivation (4).
   a. Socializing with other participants
   b. Learning computer
   c. Being occupied
   d. Feel included
   e. Other
3. What do you think is the main motivation for the elderly to learn to use computer?
4. Can you classify the motivation of the participants to learn computer as principal motivation (1) to less relevant motivation (4). (necessary X entertainment)
a. Learn practical things that are necessary for their life (netbanking, schedule a visit to the doctor, etc)
b. Communicating with family and friends
c. Entertainment (pictures editing, powerpoint)
d. Searching for information
e. Other ____________

5. If you were asked to summarize what most of them use computers for, your answer would be:

Computer use and frequency:

1. Own computer: ________, Someone else's computer ________
   (Everybody - Majority - Half of them - Minority - None - I don't know)

2. The ones that don't have one, what do you think is the main reason for that?
   (Maybe because: a) the person do not see the need for a computer, b) is not able to use a computer, or
c) a computer is too expensive)

3. How often the participants usually use the computer after class?
   Uses computer everyday__________, Three times a week __________
   Once a week ___________________ Few times per month __________
   Few times per year______________ Never ________________

4. Does most of them already use computer before coming to the class?

5. Do the children and grandchildren usually help them with the computer?

TV on Internet

1. Do they use/interest in TV through Internet?

2. Do they use/interest in YouTube?

3. Do they share/recommend videos? How? With whom?

4. Receive video recommendations from someone? How? From whom?

Social Network:

1. Have an account in: Facebook __________, Twitter ________, others ________ (Everybody -
   Majority - Half of them - Minority - None - I don't know)

   The ones that has it:

2. What is their motivation to use it?

3. How often they use them?

4. What they usually comment they like or dislike in Social Network?

5. Privacy concerns? (Publish public messages or pictures, add people that they don't know very much?)
Use of technology:

Can you identify the use that the participants do of technology as:
(Very interested – some interested – not interested)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beginners</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interest</strong></td>
<td><strong>Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mails</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet services/Internet surfing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net banking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image editing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing pictures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downloading pictures from camera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching for information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music/Movies program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps on Web</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerPoint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows Movie Maker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mails</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has used touchscreen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About ITV:

1. Do you think the majority of them watch television often?
2. If it was possible to include some functionality from the computer in the TV do you think they would be interested in using it? (Ex.: YouTube, Skype, e-mail, chat, buying from the TV, interactive TV programs (commenting, voting), etc.)

   - Recording,
   - Pausing,
   - Recommending programs,
   - Commenting programs,
   - Like/dislike programs,
   - See other users opinions,
   - Skype,
   - Chatting with a friend, buying online,
   - Searching for videos,
   - Asking for more information about a topic,
   - Sharing pictures,
   - Internet applications

Cross cultural Brazil-Spain

In Spain and also in Brazil I could observe some things that I would like to verify if it is similar here or not...

1. What are the main difficulties they have to use the computer?

2. Privacy concern? Ex.: do they: comment on web pages (Facebook, YouTube, blogs) have their own web page, publish pictures, add own picture to the profile?

3. More open to things they are familiar with?

4. Interest for downloading/saving things from internet (e.g. music, pictures, text)?

5. After learning something they get motivated to try at home?

6. Are they interested in learning to download pictures from camera and this kind of things? Do they know how to use the camera? Do they also make videos or just pictures?

7. Is there any problem in the environment that difficult the classes? Ex.: license to programs, Internet connection, air conditioner.

8. Are they interested in doing and sharing PowerPoint presentations by e-mail? (Personal, their photos or general sunset).

9. Taking notes?

10. Have you noticed any changes in the profile of the participants from when you started teaching from now?